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We may not have been able to hold a reunion this year but at 8pm on the evening we would have been 

gathering at the Maid’s Head in Norwich, Stan and Ann in faraway Lancashire raised a glass to all Tigers 

wherever they may have been. Many others did the same. Here’s to 2021! 

 

    And the 2021 Reunion will be from     

   Friday 16th to Sunday 18th April at the 

     Maid’s Head hotel in Norwich once again! 

    Full details to follow. 
   

Meanwhile our Chairman has been prepared  

for every eventuality in true Tiger style!   

http://www.74sqdn.tk/
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Farewells 

 
 

 

 

We sadly have to tell you that Jack Mellon died suddenly on July 28th. Jack 

was an LAC both at Leuchars and Tengah on first line servicing. A keen 

sportsman, away from the squadron Jack helped run the RAF Tengah football 

team and also helped with the local Tengah Herons swimming team. Jack served 

for five years in the RAF – four with 74 and his final year with 11 Squadron. 

We’ll miss him as one of the Tengah Tigers who regularly joined us for reunions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Josephine Smith died on 14th March. Josephine was the 

wife of wartime Tiger Pilot Officer Arthur Smith. She sadly 

suddenly deteriorated in health five years ago when 

Alzheimers took hold and she spent her final years in a nursing 

home. Those of you who attended reunions will perhaps recall 

Jo, first of all in the company of Arthur, then with her friend 

Bernadette.  She was a larger than life character - full of fun 

with a big smile on her face and a glass of wine in hand and 

always with a superb dress sense.  She was a maverick and as 

Bernadette says you never knew where you could end up on a 

day out with her!.  

 

Taken at the 2010 reunion, Josephine is in the centre with Angela Cordell to her right and Irene Skinner to her 

left. The husbands of all three served with the squadron during the war. 

 

Tony Hilton died peacefully at home on 31st May after 

a long illness surrounded by his close family. Boz Robinson 

remembers fondly his long-time friend. 
 
Right. Tony Hilton stands in front of Tony Dean at Horsham 
St Faith during 74’s Hunter days.  
 
“Hello, you must be the new guy? Let me help you but first I 
will show you the bar and buy you a drink”. Those were the 
first words I heard from Tony Hilton in September 1956, the 
day I joined 74 Squadron. With his typical Cranwellian good 
manners, Tony made me feel instantly welcome to my new 
unit and so began a lifelong friendship. A friendship that 
sadly ended with Tony’s death from a long illness on 31st May 2020. The only comfort we can draw is that he was at 
home and surrounded by his close family at the end. 
 
My son Symon when told said “he was such fun” – a perfect epitaph for a true gentleman whom we so nearly lost in 
the summer of 1957 when Tony was flying as my number 2. He called me to say that he had engine trouble and was 
returning to Horsham St Faith, our base. We had very recently replaced our Meteors with second-hand Hunter 4s 
from 111 Squadron, and the Avon 100 series engines were prone to surge under hard turning at altitude. Tony had 
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not been privileged to do a Hunter course and had very few hours in the Hunter. He was misled into thinking that 
there was a problem with his engine, and when he arrived at Horsham to hear ATC calling out “You’re on fire, get 
out!” and no identifying call sign, he was misled again and in the subsequent crash landing the cockpit of his aircraft 
broke off and he was ejected, landing in the bang seat in front of the ambulance containing the Station Medical 
Officer which was racing to another incident. That may well have saved his life for the doctor got Tony immediately 
into the Norwich and Norfolk Hospital for treatment. 
 
After a long convalescence, Tony returned to Horsham and became the ADC to the Sector Commander. Later he 
regained his flying category and was able to fly his Boss about in the station hack, an Avro Anson, at the same time 
courting his future wife, a member of the WRAF. He asked me to be best man at his wedding in 1959 to Jenny Butler 
whose father, a Group Captain, had been killed flying a Wellington early in WW2. Not long after, Tony left the RAF 
and became a personal pilot to VIPs, including Bernie Ecclestone and Norman Foster (now Lord Foster). Tony 
sometimes let me fly in the co-pilot’s seat of Norman’s Citation. That was always a delight, especially when they 
were based at Cannes. 
 
In recent years since Jenny and he retired to Swanbourne in Buckinghamshire. Tony became an expert on wines and 
whiskies and I was once more able to take advantage of the Hiltons’ legendary hospitality. The Association will miss 
them both at reunions but we all certainly will remember a delightful colleague, friend and host. We wish Jenny, and 
her daughters and family, happiness and comfort in their bereavement. 
 

You’re on fire, get out! 

 
In his obituary for Tony Hilton, Boz makes reference to the well-documented sequence of events that led to his 

being forcefully ejected from his Hunter 4. Ian Cadwallader was also a long-time friend of Tony - their rooms 

were next to each other in the mess at Horsham St Faith. Ian is a frequent contributor to Tiger News, 

especially with his photographs – his camera was never far from him – and in the wake of John Williams’ piece in 

Tiger News 75 about the accident, Ian got in touch with the following. (He had been talking about it to Tony 

just a few weeks before he died and Tony was quite happy for this to be included in Tiger News.) Ian writes: 
 
“I was very interested to read John Williams account of the events of the 25th May 1957 - Tony Davies off the end of 
the runway because of a manual reversion  of flight controls and Tony Hilton's cutting his engine because he thought 
he was on fire. After reading John’s account I thought I would get out my colour slides of the story, but I could not 
find them. However, not completely lost, I gave a talk to the local Aeronautical Society here in New Zealand a few 
years ago, so it was back to my old laptop where I hoped I could find the slides I had used then. I had almost given up 
searching, then BINGO, there they were and here they are. 
 

You might notice on the 
photo (left) that the left 
wing of the Hunter is 
under the side of the 
tent (the pitot tube is 
on that wing). There 
was a young airman 
asleep in that tent and 
fortunately the pitot 
tube missed him.  You 
can just see from the 
photo the nose is badly 
crushed compared with 
the rest of the 
aeroplane. I still have a 
very vivid memory of 
watching the Hunter 
coming straight towards 
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the airfield at an angle to the runway. The undercarriage was just slightly down, maybe only a foot or so out of the 
wing and there was some flap down so Tony must have shut down immediately after selecting the gear down. He hit 
the ground quite firmly in level flight and from then on I think there were about three bounces (the last one was 
quite high) and he came down in a very nose down attitude, hence the bad damage to the nose. Immediately after 
that the front portion broke off (below) and that is when the ejection seat fired with Tony still in it. The seat landed 
on the taxiway and Tony's arm was between the side of the seat and the taxiway which crushed his elbow.     
 

 
 
At the same time that all this was happening a Javelin was burning fiercely on the ground. To recap, John Williams 
wrote in Tiger News 75: 
 

I noticed the Javelin had started to taxi, heading for the runway and in my path, so I had to stop. But 
something was wrong here too.  I could see more than the usual engine smoke and this time it was coming 
from below the aircraft. I waved my arms furiously to try to attract the pilot’s attention but he continued to 
taxi. More and more smoke drifted behind the aircraft but now flame could be clearly seen from a drop tank 
dragging along underneath, pouring fuel and well alight. Obviously the pilot was unaware so I continued to 
chase after him  until at last air traffic must have spotted what was happening because the Javelin suddenly 
pulled off the perimeter track, travelled another 50 yards and stopped. Both pilots scrambled to the ground.  
The aircraft continued to burn and within a few minutes it was engulfed in flames and clouds of oily black 
smoke.  

 
Ian recalls that having been night flying 
and then refuelled, the Javelin was 
positioning from the main tarmac area to 
the holding area at the end of the runway 
in preparation for the night ahead. There 
was no call sign allocated hence ATC was 
not able to contact the crew. The result 
can be very clearly seen in the photo! 
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Up For Auction 
 
Car boot sales, auction houses and now increasingly E-bay are often the source of memorabilia relating to the 

squadron. Cliff Lowe was at an auction in Abergele, County Conwy and came across a tin in a miscellaneous 

articles box. Cliff has no connection with the squadron but he realised that the contents would be of interest 

to us so he tracked the Association down and got in touch. What was in the tin all related to LAC Geoffrey 

Swainston, an MT Driver with 74 in the Middle East during the war. They are now safely in our archive thanks 

to Cliff. 
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Gloster Meteor F Mk 8 WA824/S 

 
From Associate Member and incurable Meteor enthusiast, Rob Mills. 

 

Rob writes: ‘I don't suppose you've seen these photos of WA824/S undergoing an engine change, so here they 

are.’ 

 

                                                                                        Rob continues: ‘On the website is a question asking for 

the date of the squadron’s Meteor aerobatic team that 

is featured on the photo (left). In the book RAF in 

Camera 1950s by Keith Wilson, the image has the 

following information. "In June 1956, 74 Squadron was 

selected to fly a formation aerobatic team at the Paris 

Airshow. Four of the squadrons Meteor F.8s 

(WA838/F, WA824/S, VZ557/N, and VZ544/Z) are 

seen here during rehearsals for their appearance, 

three of which are wearing the unit's famous 'tiger' 

markings." 

‘That's why I made a model of WA824,’ says Rob ‘as it 

has the tiger markings. (Blast - now I've told you it's a model!).’ 

 

Would never have guessed Rob……… 

Naval Co-operation  
 

 

 

In Tiger News 75 the photo on the left was featured. 

Dave Roome tells the story behind it. 

 

‘I was flying ‘Bravo’, XR769, on 9th January 1969 on a 

Naval Co-operation Exercise when I was offered the 

chance to take some fuel from a Sea Vixen of 893 Sqn.  

Simon Bostock was flying as my No 2 in XS895 ‘Hotel’ 

and another Sea Vixen took the photos.  In my book 

Dancing the Skies I mention the event as the Vixen 

could not stop giving fuel away as long as the aircraft 

remained ‘plugged in’.  I wrote: 'The Vixen was quite a 

formidable fighter, developed from the Vampire and 
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Venom but with 2 engines and 2 crew and 4 Firestreak or Red Top missiles (double the number carried by the 

Lightning).  With the navigator (or observer in RN parlance) buried in the ‘coal hole’ alongside the pilot working 

its radar and other electronics, it was a very capable opponent, with a very good turning performance from its 

large wing and had plenty of power from its two Avons (though they had no reheat).  The Vixen could also carry 

a refuelling pod, allowing the aircraft to act as a tanker.  However, although the hose could be trailed from and 

wound back into the pod, unlike the Victor tanker the crew could not programme how much fuel was to be given: 

in effect, if a receiver remained ‘plugged in’ he could drain the tanker aircraft!  Early in January I found myself 

working against just such a Vixen who offered at the end the sortie to give us some fuel.  While my No 2 sat 

off to the starboard I made contact and was just settling down comfortably when the Vixen pilot said ‘You’ve 

had 200lb, you’re clear to break’ and as I slowly started to back out of the hose, he followed this up with 

‘You’ve had 300lb.  Get out!’  The Lightning had probably used 300lb of fuel in the time it took to join, make 

contact and break, but it was an interesting diversion.’ 

 

Dave’s book ‘Dancing the Skies’ is published by Book Guild Publishing and is an excellent read. 

 

Another from Ian 

 
Ian Simpson has found this image of a very photogenic Hawker Demon with 74 Squadron on Malta.  

 

 

As a researcher, Ian offers some useful advice for anyone interested in tracing a relative’s service in the 

RFC/RAF during WW1. The sources below are a good starting point. 

 

www.airhistory.org.uk/rfc/people_index.htm is a link is to a website that once explored gives far more than 

just personnel details. 

 

www.discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/C2130 takes you directly to the RFC Officers records in 

section AIR76 at the National Archive.  If the record you are looking for is there, it can be ordered and 

downloaded at £3:75 per record. 

 

There is also a chance that a relative gets a mention in the Cross and Cockade journal. Past issues are available 

for purchase and a comprehensive index can be found and searched online. 

http://www.discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/C2130
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More links. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeilxgtpnCI takes you to a short film about Sailor Malan before during and 

after his time in the RAF. 

 

Coronavirus has left so many organisations struggling to survive. The Battle of Britain Memorial Trust cares for 

the National Memorial to the Few, a clifftop tribute to the men who fought the Battle of Britain in 1940. 

Despite its name, the National Memorial receives no financial support from central or local government. With 

The Wing Visitor Centre, the shop and the café closed to visitors, the Trust, which faces running costs of some 

£240,000 a year, now has no income.  

 

If you go to   www.crowdfunder.co.uk/save-the-national-memorial-to-the-few you can help by making a donation. 

As I write almost half the target figure of £50,000 has been reached, so the help of as many of us as possible 

is still badly needed. 

 

Remembering Ewan Murdoch and Jeremy Ogg 
 

Progress with the proposed restoration of Phantom F-4J ZE 360/O like so much else has been pretty much 

halted by the coronavirus pandemic, but fundraising is continuing (see the Association website and page 19 of 

this issue for details) and thought is being given to specific aspects of the restoration when it finally gets fully 

underway.  

 

One idea considered by the Association and our 

friends in the British Phantom Aviation Group is 

that of including the names on the cockpit sill of 

the two squadron members, pilot Flt. Lt. Ewan 

Murdoch and navigator Fl. Off. Jeremy Ogg, who 

were lost when their Phantom, ZE358/H (left), 

hit rising ground when on a training exercise 

near Aberystwyth in August 1987. Their names 

will be displayed as a memorial to them on one 

side of the cockpit and those of Ian Hargeaves 

and Simon Hindmarsh, the crew (unusually both 

Flying Officers) who regularly flew ZE360 on 

the other.  

 

We have happily been able to contact Ewan’s wife Hayley, who has since remarried and now lives in Australia, 

and Jeremy’s father, Dr Neil Ogg, who lives in Hampshire, to ask their approval of the idea which they were 

pleased to give. 

 

The British Phantom Aviation Group has 

several Tigers amongst their ranks. Two of 

them are volunteers Paul West and Richard 

Proctor who sourced two ex-74 Squadron 

flight helmets from unused old stock. They 

have been carefully restoring them with 

genuine components and they are now 

mounted, ready for display alongside ZE360 

when the time comes. Each helmet is 

complete with a mask and bag and as you can  

see the nametags pay tribute to Ewan and Jeremy. Thank you Paul and Richard for 

doing this. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeilxgtpnCI
http://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/save-the-national-memorial-to-the-few
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The Accident. Purely coincidentally, at the time the idea of the dedication was being discussed I received an e-

mail from Mark Jayne, an aviation photographer who lives close to Aberystwyth. Mark explained that he had 

always been intrigued with the crash of ZE358 which happened less than a mile away from where he lives. He 

was 14 at the time and was at home on the day as it was during the summer holidays. Mark and his sister were 

at the scene very shortly after the crash, as were many of the locals. As a young boy the gravity of what had 

happened didn’t really occur to him at the time. All he remembers is seeing a black vertical fin sitting upright in 

the field - there was nothing else that resembled an aircraft. Over the years Mark became fascinated with 

aviation and turned his hand to aviation photography – see his website www.mjaviation.co.uk .  He began to 

wonder how the crash happened as there was little information available and the locals he has spoken to had 

mixed recollections of that day. As Mark says, if it wasn’t for the memorial at the crash site nobody would know 

of the tragic events that occurred over 30 years ago.  

 

On August 26th 1987 three aircraft were on a convex sortie practising low level intercepts over land. Ewan and 

Jeremy were No. 2 in the formation. The Inspectorate of Flight Safety report gives the circumstances of the 

accident whilst the sortie was underway. ‘The leader saw No 2 flying straight and level 1,000 feet below him, on 

his left, at a range of ¾ mile. The leader then initiated a double 90 port turn.  On rolling out after the first 90 

the leader looked to his right for his No 2 but did not see him. At this point the leader noticed that the cloud 

to the south of him had increased to about 3/8ths…..The lead navigator asked the No 2 to confirm that he was 

in visual contact with the leader. There was no reply. He called several times but with no response. The lead 

crew turned back and saw what they took to be stubble burning on a ridgeline. Calls were made to establish 

whether the No 2 had initiated a diversion….The lead navigator made a pan call on behalf of the No 2 and 

London Centre informed them that a military jet crash had been reported in the area. The accident was 

observed by several witnesses on the ground and an SAR Sea King arrived at the scene with a doctor who 

confirmed that both crew members had died in the crash….The Board found that the most probable cause of 

the accident was a misjudgement of ground clearance due to the illusory effects of the featureless terrain 

though other distracting factors may have been present……The lack of visual cues  on the ridgeline could have 

led the No 2 pilot into misjudging the separation distance….. 

 

A review of low-level intercept training was subsequently carried out which highlighted a number of areas in 

which low level safety could be improved such as ‘weather limits, height sanctuaries and authorisation criteria. 

Taken as a whole the changes should allow aircrew to train adequately while providing an additional safety 

margin.’ 

 

There is a story behind this photograph of Ewan 

(left) with Kev Wooff. On the day of the crash 

they were originally crewed together for the 

sortie and it was only after the brief that it 

was suggested by the Ops Officer on the desk - 

and Ewan and Kev agreed - that it would be 

sensible to swap crews to even up the experience 

levels, so Jerry went with Ewan and Kev with 

the US exchange pilot.  As Kev says: “life could 

have taken many different turns had we not 

done that - who knows what might have 

happened?  We don't really appreciate all the 

'sliding doors' moments that occur every day of 

our lives, but that was certainly a big one.” 

 

The Memorial. Shortly after the accident the Williams family, who lived close to the crash site, decided to 

build a memorial to Ewan and Jeremy. Owen Williams did so and Jeremy’s father Neil and his mother Frances 

became close friends with Owen’s parents, Pat and David, and visited them on the anniversary of the crash for 

many years thereafter.  Our President, who was CO at the time, says “I remember the Williams family who 

were so very kind at the time of the accident. They were deeply moved by the loss of the crew and built the 

http://www.mjaviation.co.uk/
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cairn which was a tremendous act of generosity. A 

bunch of us went over to the site a little later to 

dedicate the memorial.” Joining them that day 

were Jeremy’s family and Ewan’s parents, Cath and 

Don. It was too much for Hayley to bear. But she 

did get some wonderful support, not only from the 

squadron but from local people too. She writes: 

 
“It’s been a very reflective process, to remember 
what happened afterwards. I will never forget some 
of the truly wonderful letters I received from the 
local people in Wales and was very moved that they 
had taken the time to let me know that Ewan and 
Jerry had died in such a beautiful place. It meant 
such a lot to me. Having come from Scotland, and 

having learned to fly with the University of Glasgow Air Squadron, Ewan always loved those majestic hills 
and valleys, so letters like these brought me great comfort.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The crash site area at Trefenter close to 

Aberystwyth. ZE358 came in from the left and 

hit a bank next to the yellow house and came 

to rest between the lakes and the stone house 

on the right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On 26th August on the 33rd 

Anniversary of the accident,  

Owen Williams laid a wreath 

from Hayley on the memorial. 

‘It was a solemn, and yet 

lovely moment,’ said Owen. ‘At 

the moment of laying the 

wreath, much the same as the 

day of the memorial service in 

1988, the sun came out to lift 

the spirits. Appropriately two 

young kestrels hovered over 

the nearby slope having 

'slipped their surly bonds of 

earth'. 
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One of the things that the Association always wants to do, and does do very successfully, is keep in 

touch with the families of Tigers who are no longer with us. And so it is with Ewan and Jeremy. With a 

great deal of help from their former squadron colleagues, in particular Steve Smyth and Chris and Jean 

Laidlaw Bell, we were able to trace Ewan’s wife Hayley, now Hayley Patten, and Neil, Jeremy’s father. 

 

Ewan Murdoch in his training days prior to             Jeremy Ogg with his sister Lauren at Wattisham’s  

                 joining 74 Squadron                     1987 Summer Ball just 3 weeks before the accident. 

 

Flying Officer Jeremy Ogg 

 

Neil was able to tell me about his 

son. Just 25 when he died, 

Jeremy (seen left explaining the 

navigator’s F-4J cockpit to a 

guest) was born in Edinburgh to 

Neil and Frances Ogg on 

February 19th 1962. Between 

1973 and 1976 he lived with his 

parents in Paris where he 

attended the English School. 

Returning to the UK, the family 

settled in Hayling Island where 

Jeremy completed his secondary 

education at Havant College, 

after which he moved to 

Portsmouth Polytechnic and took 

a computer science course which 
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he didn’t complete but nevertheless found himself a job working for IBM. He then made the decision to join the 

RAF. He went to Biggin Hill for aptitude testing but was not accepted. Disappointed but undaunted he joined 

the police force instead and after training spent a year in Basingstoke as a police constable. However his head 

and his heart were still with the RAF and so he reapplied, this time being accepted for officer training as a 

navigator. Trained at Cranwell, Finningley and Coningsby, he joined 74 Squadron at Wattisham at the beginning 

of 1987. He lost his life in the accident just seven months later. He is buried at St Mary’s, Hayling Island.  

 

Jeremy (seated extreme right) completed No.60 Long Phantom       The Jeremy Lindsay Ogg Memorial 

Course at Coningsby. Challenge Trophy for the best first 

tourist navigator in 74 Squadron. 

dedicated by Jeremy’s family in his 

memory. 

  

His father remembers his son as an independent, adventurous dreamer with a wry sense of humour. He was a 

lover of music, cars, motorbikes and fast driving. And, as his father recalls, he had ‘style’. No parent can ever 

explain how to cope with the loss of a beloved son Neil says, but there is no doubt that over the course of time 

grief turns to memories and it is those memories that ultimately help the healing process. 

 

Flight Lieutenant Ewan Murdoch 

 

For Hayley, Ewan’s wife, who remarried and now lives in Melbourne, Victoria, with her husband Greg and two 

daughters, this has been a story of reconnecting with the squadron and many of her and Ewan’s friends from 

their days at Wattisham. It has led to her delving into old photo albums and sharing her recollection of those 

days with us. It has reminded her of the happy times with Ewan and the indescribable sadness when he died, 

but also of the huge amount of support from the whole squadron and beyond that helped her through the dark 

days. And now after many years, during which lives have taken different paths, it has been a time of talking 

again with old friends from those days with whom she is back in touch.  

 

‘The ZE360 programme has been an inspiration and the catalyst for many things,’ says Hayley. ‘Unexpectedly it 

has led Greg and me to discover so much more about these incredible aircraft. There were lots of things I 

hadn’t been able to absorb or been capable of engaging with some 30 years ago. We have even unearthed photos 

of Ewan and Jerry’s ZE358 in her previous life as a US Navy Diamondback.  And Ewan’s log book entries have 

enabled the date stamping of the many photographs which has tied up many loose ends for me.’ 
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Of course it’s very much a reciprocal thing. We now have some excellent new photos in the Association archives. 

And in the same way that we have pilot profiles of the squadron’s wartime pilots, we are now starting profiles 

of 74’s pilots and navs from the Phantom era too. Ewan and Jeremy’s are two of the first. 

 

As to the man himself, Ewan was born to Catherine and Donald Murdoch in a southern suburb of Glasgow and he 

enjoyed a happy, carefree childhood, growing up in Netherlee with his older sister Deirdre. The need to fly 

became a dominant theme in Ewan’s life – his lifelong passion in fact. It was not a surprise therefore that his 

15th birthday present was a course of gliding lessons  in 1975-76. Thereafter a Glasgow High School education 

came good and in 1977 Ewan enrolled on a Bachelor of Engineering (Aeronautical) degree course at the 

University of Glasgow. Happily the time at Glasgow Uni, for the select few, went hand in hand with admission to 

The Universities of Glasgow and Strathclyde Air Squadron (UGSAS). A perfect combination of heavy immersion 

in flying instruction and a stellar social life; the ideal training for life in the Air Force, as it turned out!  

 

 

As a fitting tribute to Ewan’s achievements and the many happy 

years spent at UGSAS, after the accident colleagues, family and 

past cadets organised a trophy to be dedicated in Ewan’s name, 

to be awarded to the student who had contributed the most to 

squadron life that year. The Ewan Murdoch Trophy (left) remains 

the most highly sought after UGSAS award to this day. 

 

It was during his time at university that he and Hayley met and after 

five years of courting (to use an old fashioned term) the very happy 

couple were married in April 1985.  It was a wonderful celebration 

complete with highland dancing, whisky galore, folk duets and kilts 

and uniforms a 

plenty! Incredibly 

sadly, many of the young officers presenting swords in the 

Guard of Honour were, only two years later, charged with being 

pallbearers at Ewan’s funeral. 

 

 After the wedding, Hayley gave up her job in London and they 

took up residence in an RAF married quarter in Felixstowe, 

Suffolk, as Ewan was by this time flying the F-4J with the 

Tigers, his absolute dream posting. And in February ‘87, shortly 

before a four week stint in the Falklands, Ewan and Hayley 

signed the deal on their first home in Felixstowe.  

 

Apart from the RAF and 74 Squadron, Ewan’s other loves 

revolved around cars and anything with an engine that could be 

tweaked or fiddled with. His first car was a souped up Triumph Herald, his second a more powerful Triumph 

Vitesse and his pride and joy for the last two years of university life. Then came a pre-loved Mediterranean-

blue Ford Capri which had no speedo but Ewan, being an engineer, could calculate his speed through the rev 

counter! The Capri did Ewan proud and performed countless hours of service from Cranwell or Valley or 

Coningsby to Glasgow to see his folks or to the south east for the weekend where Hayley was based before 

they married.  His last love on the automobile front was a gracious, old, convertible, British Racing Green 

Triumph Spitfire.  

 

For as long as Hayley knew Ewan, all he ever wanted to do was be an RAF pilot. Looking back she says:  
 
He gave it his absolute all and dedicated himself to becoming the best version of himself, whichever aircraft 
he was flying. He just loved to fly. Loved the camaraderie, from the UGSAS days at university to his final 
posting at RAF Wattisham. I still remember the day he called me from Coningsby to tell me he’d been posted 
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to 74 Tiger Squadron! His diary entry says it all – 6th November 1984. Posting. 74 Tiger Squadron Wattisham. 
Yay! He arrived at Wattisham in February 1985 direct from the OCU at Coninsgsby where he had won the 
award for best pilot on the course.  

 

Ewan on the air intake of ZE353/E prior to 

participation in the 1986 Tiger Meet. Then squadron 

boss Dick Northcote is behind the tiger’s head. 

 

Ewan loved the kudos and back story of those pre-loved, 

somewhat battle-scarred F-4Js.  But after two and a half 

years with the Tigers  Ewan was looking forward to he 

and Hayley returning to Scotland to a new posting as an 

instructor at the newly relocated Phantom OCU at RAF 

Leuchars.  There were less than two weeks to go before 

he took up this position when he died in the accident. 

Hundreds of letters of sympathy and personal and 

professional tributes to Ewan arrived in the days and 

weeks following his death in addition to the letters of 

sympathy from Wales already mentioned. Hayley has 

them still.  

 
I shall miss his sense of humour and companionship. I enjoyed the times I flew with him as his navigator; he 
was one of the few pilots I have known who inspired confidence in all who flew with him.  
 
You hardly need me to tell you what a marvellous young man you had for a husband – I thought very highly 
of him and indeed I told him so. However, such was his modesty that he might never have mentioned it to 
you. …I always enjoyed his relaxed and happy approach. Ewan contributed a great deal to 74 Squadron and 
was one of the most talented and trustworthy characters on the station. He will be sadly missed. 
 
Ewan was one of the finest young men that it has been my privilege to know and serve with. His sense of 
humour and downright friendliness was an example at all times, a fact that was especially helpful to me in 
the way he managed to lighten the time we spent together in the Falklands.  

 

And recently, since Hayley has reconnected with so many of her friends from the Wattisham days, e-mails such 

as this:  

 
I know it is so long since we have been in touch; however, it feels like it was only yesterday that we were all 
at Wattisham having the time of our lives. I have continued to wear Ewan's cufflinks, they have been a way of 
keeping his memory alive, particularly at dinner nights and whenever we meet at reunions we always 
remember him 
 
 
 

   The squadron in      

the days of Ewan and 

Jeremy, now under 

the   command of 

Cliff Spink, around 

and aboard F-4J 

ZE363/W. They are 

both in there 

somewhere! 
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Ewan really enjoyed his rugby, squash, occasional golf and skiing and all those things that you’d expect of a 

young and ambitious RAF officer. But in an extraordinary contrast to the somewhat clichéd image of a fighter 

pilot, he had a sensitive and emotional side and was also an accomplished poet, many of his verses coming to 

light only after the accident, including the poem below. The first two verses of this adorn Ewan’s headstone in 

Mearns Kirk Cemetery, Glasgow. 

 
He’s gone, that friend of mine,   
His smile, his face, his joy of living. 
Never more to sit on my wing, 
To soar the heights totally free. 
 
He’s gone, his life spent 
In one brilliant, beautiful, burst of light. 
No pain, no thoughts, just darkness. 
His life glorious to the end. 
 
His cheeky arrogance still rings in our ears, 
His voice is still in our conversation. 
We talk, we relive, he has not gone. 
He listens now and smiles. 
 
We will not let him go, 
He lives on in our hearts and in our souls, 
And we wait patiently for the day, 
The day when once more we can soar together, 
totally free. 

 

There can be no finer way to conclude this 

remembrance of Ewan than in the words of the man 

himself. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tying in with the 

ZE360/O restoration 

project is this 

dramatic photograph 

taken by Jerry Uren 

and coming to us via 

Ewan’s photo 

collection. It shows 

ZE360 flying over 

the Dolomites as part 

of a squadron 

detachment to 

Cameri in Italy and 

21 Gruppo’s F-104 

Starfighters in early 

September 1985. 
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Bruntingthorpe Update 

 
There has been much speculation of late about Bruntingthorpe, home to the Lightning Preservation Group, the 

collection of historic Cold War aircraft, storage of out of service airliners and host to fast taxi runs on its long 

runway. This has revolved around the supposed sale of the airfield to Cox Automotive and the cessation of all 

aviation events and the dispersal of the aircraft displayed there. But the speculation and rumours are 

somewhat wide of the mark as Richard Norris of the LPG explains. 

 
Cox Automotive has not bought the site from the previous owners, C. Walton Ltd.- they have leased a large 
percentage of the airfield to carry on the car storage business previously operated by Walton’s. It is planned 
to safeguard all the aircraft (including the LPG's former RAF Wattisham Q-shed and their three Lightnings) 
although there are some exceptions which are: 
 

 Avro Shackleton WR974 which is privately owned and has moved to South Wales Air Museum 
(SWAM) at St Athan. 

 Blackburn Buccaneer XX900 which  is moving to Tatenhill Airfield near Burton on Trent. 

 Blackburn Buccaneers XW544 and XX894 , which as part of the Buccaneer Aviation Group have 
chosen to move to Kemble.  

 Vickers VC-10s ZD241 and ZA147 are privately owned and we understand will be moving. 

 6 x Lockheed Tristars, not part of the museum, are privately owned and we understand will be 
moving. 

 4 x Boeing 747s, not part of the museum, are privately owned and we understand will be moving.  
 

The balance of the collection will be staying. It's planned to site these adjacent to the LPG's Q-shed and to 
create a new museum but that will mean new restrictions: see the September issue of Flypast magazine for 
more details. And due to Cox Automotive including the main runway in their lease, it sadly looks unlikely that 
fast taxiing will take place. Hopefully we can carry out anti-deterioration runs and hold events of a different 
nature so our supporters can continue to enjoy the Lightnings and other aircraft in the collection. 

  

One of Jim Jolly’s splendid Tengah Lightning photographs (below) will be appearing in Bruntingthorpe’s 

2021 calendar. This shows a line-up of the squadron’s Lightning F.6s atTengah in 1970. The aircraft in 

the foreground is XR725/A, CO Wg Cdr Dennis Caldwell’s aircraft. His last flight in this aircraft was on 

September 3rd 1971 on the Gan to Akrotiri leg of the withdrawal from Tengah. It was of 8hrs 30mins 

duration with seven refuellings en route. 
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October 1970. And the Dennis Caldwell is in Bangkok to where he had flown, with Dave Roome 

accompanying, to participate in the SEATO air show at Don Muang International Airport. Here Dennis is 

being welcomed in the traditional Thai Buddhist way. Unsurprisingly the Lightnings created a lot of 

interest.  The support crew for the deployment travelled by a Short Belfast. 

 

Dennis’s Lightning here is XR725, the same aircraft as heading the line in Jim Jolly’s photograph. 725 had 

replaced XR768, also coded A, as the CO’s aircraft in July 1970. 768 returned to the UK and 60 MU at 

Leconfield for overhaul. It was lost on 29th October 1974 when it was abandoned off Mablethorpe after a 

double engine failure. The pilot ejected and survived. XR725 had a happier history. It came to 74 having been 

converted to an F.6 from an F.3. Its last flight was on 17th December 1987 having amassed 3,870 hours and 20 

minutes flying time. 

 

The above information has been taken from an excellent website and my thanks go to George Woodhall for 

telling me of it.  

https://www.rafseletar.co.uk/raf-tengah/aircraft-based-at-raf-tengah/english-electric-lightning/ 

 

 

 

And whilst we are talking Tengah Tigers, Pete Johnstone has been 

dressing up too! Has everyone got a Tiger Onesie? Nice one Pete! 

 

 

https://www.rafseletar.co.uk/raf-tengah/aircraft-based-at-raf-tengah/english-electric-lightning/
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John Colin Mungo Park 

 
Associate member Chris Faux is the nephew of Sqn Ldr John Mungo Park, 74’s CO who was shot down and killed 

on 27th June 1941. Chris and his family have a Mungo Park archive, some of which has been donated to the RAF 

Museum. It is nearly always the case when a family member dies while serving, especially in time of war, that 

scrapbooks are kept of photos, press clippings and other memorabilia. Chris and his brother Geoffrey have 

recently been sorting through some of these and now share them with us. 

 

War artists were 

employed to draw 

squadron members for PR 

purposes especially in the 

early years of the war. 

Two of the best known 

were Eric Kennington (his 

drawing of Mungo far 

left) and Cuthbert Orde. 

 

Below left Mungo is seen 

sitting for Kennington. 
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ZE360/O 
 

The Covid crisis has prevented the 

coordinated launch of the upcoming print 

titles being sold in aid of ZE360's 

restoration. We are however hopeful that 

we will be able to arrange signings of Limited 

Edition Titles in the near future. In the 

meantime, we are looking at making available 

for sale copies of Marie Brown's stunning 

pencil drawing titled "Once, I feared No 

Man" depicting ZE360 as she languished at 

Manston prior to the commencement of 

dismantling work in readiness for 

transportation to Wymeswold.. 

 

Marie's original graphite pencil drawing has 

been reproduced as a fine art Giclee Open Edition Print printed on 255gsm Somerset Enhanced Velvet paper by 

an award winning print studio. The mounted print version measuring 16 x 12 inches is priced at £36.00 including 

postage and packing. The print only version, paper size 13.75 x 10 inches is priced at £26.00 including postage 

and packing. 

 

If you are interested in buying a print please email Tony Clay at webmaster74tigersquadron@yahoo.com. 

 

To keep up to date with progress with the 360 project, apart from the Association website (where Tony 

is keeping a comprehensive blog detailing stage by stage progress), visit the British Phantom Aviation 

Group Facebook page. Also Justyn Keeble’s RAF 74 Sqn (Tigers) 1917 – 2000 Facebook page. Look out 

for the video showing ZE360 being towed from the grass at Manston where it has been standing since 

2015 back to hard standing where it will be much easier to work on.  

 

Exercise Bersatu Padu 

 
During 74’s time at Tengah, the major 

Exercise Bersatu Padu (Complete Unity) in 

June 1970 was designed to test the air 

defences of Singapore Island and western 

Malaya. It was seen as being of particular 

significance as it was looking forwards five 

years to when there would be no British 

presence in Singapore after their withdrawal. 

The question to answer was could those 

nations taking part reinforce and defend the 

Far East in times of crisis – specifically could 

it be done quickly enough as required by 

treaty obligations agreed by the UK which lay 

12,000 miles away? Aircraft from four nations 

took part - other than the UK they were Australia (Mirage Vs (above) and Neptunes), New Zealand (Canberras, 

Iroquois helos, Hercules and Bristol Freighters) and Malaysia (Sea Kings and ground attack Tebuans). The RAF 

participated with Phantoms, Canberras, Victors, Vulcans, Hercules, Wessex and 74’s Lightnings. The Royal 

Navy’s carrier HMS Bulwark and Australia’s carrier Melbourne were deployed as were the helicopter cruiser 

HMS Blake and the guided missile destroyer HMS Fife. A complex scenario was planned and overall the 

exercise was judged to be a success although as often is the case lessons were certainly learned. 

mailto:webmaster74tigersquadron@yahoo.com
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Canberra B1s of RNZAF’s 14 Squadron flew in 

from Ohakea for the exercise. Earlier the 

squadron had flown alongside the RAF from 

Tengah during the Malayan Emergency (1948 - 

1960) against Chinese Communists and The 

Borneo Confrontation (1962–1966). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 54 Squadron Phantom lands at Tengah 

prior to Bersatu Padu. On 18 May 1970 a 

Phantom piloted by Wing Commander George 

Robertson flew from Coningsby non-stop to 

RAF Tengah, covering the 8,680 miles in 14 

hours and 14 minutes at an average speed 

of 602 mph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A fine view across Tengah during Bersatu Padu, showing 74s Lightnings in the distance, then Vulcans (one 

taking off), 54’s Phantoms and Victor tankers. With thanks to Association member Charlie Carruthers for 

these photographs. 


